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I. Introduction T HE goal of this paper is to provide a visual framework for the development and veri cation of real-time systems that is simple to use yet is based on a sound logical foundation. The software failures catalogued by Lee 1] clearly point to the need for methods to ensure the correct operation of safety critical systems, while the e ectiveness of a visual approach to software veri cation has been argued by Harel 2] . In response to the need for formal methods with visual appeal, Ostro et al. have introduced Timed Transition Models (TTMs) 3], 4]; but the Real-Time Temporal Logic on which the proof system is based can be di cult for control and software practitioners to master and tends to lack a visual component. Also, no method was provided for moving between levels of abstraction of real-time models to allow behavioral comparison of two TTMs: such exibility would enable one to project out extraneous behavior to obtain high-level TTM models or, conversely, to re ne high level TTM speci cations into workable implementations.
Formal software veri cation has been studied by computer specialists for over a decade. For instance, process algebras 5], 6], 7] provide equational methods of modeling concurrent systems along with algebraic laws for equational transformation. While incorporating abstraction, the cited methods do not explicitly express time or provide visual representations. Real-time extensions of 7] such as 8], 9] lack the abstracting power of a congruence relation, like weak observation congruence 7] , which permits interchange of congruent subsystems and therefore the combination of abstraction with modularity. A version of weak observation congruence is developed in 10] and proven correct for a real-time setting where each event is assigned an exact (real-valued) time of occurrence. However, the adoption of R + as the time set signi cantly complicates the algebraic laws used to establish system equivalence, owing to the need for transition structures with uncountable numbers of transitions. By contrast, the TTM setting uses a discrete time model (in which the clock`ticks'), and assigns to events a range of possible occurrence times within the clock resolution. The advantage is that weak observation equivalence can be retained, and applied in a straightforward way.
A visual method was introduced in 11] for checking the reachability of a class of extended timed Petri nets. The net approach and the provision of net transformations led to a graph-based method of veri cation. As in 3] the problem of constructing equivalent abstract real-time systems from a given system model was not considered. In the same spirit as 11], we develop in this paper a set of easily applicable, and demonstrably correct, transformations that preserve system equivalence, and lend themselves to abstraction, in the setting of TTMs. The proof that the transformations preserve observation equivalence relies on the properties of observation equivalence as described in 7] but many of the TTM transformations have no direct analog in Milner's process algebra setting. Also, a software engineer need not be familiar with observation equivalence or process algebra to be able to use the simple set of visual transformations to prove that a system correctly implements its speci cation in a well de ned way.
Section II introduces a version of TTMs, while Section III de nes TTM equivalence. A set of behavior-preserving transformations is developed in Section IV and shown to be consistent for proving TTM observation equivalence. An application to a small real-world example is presented in Section V; and the issue of incompleteness of given sets of transformations brie y addressed in Section VI.
II. Timed Transition Models (TTMs)
In this section we introduce a modi ed version of the Timed Transition Models (TTMs) employed in 4]. We drop the Real Time Temporal Logic (RTTL) assertion language, though we still use the in nite string semantics it required. Also, we do not consider systems explicitly composed of subsystems that interact via communication channels or synchronized transitions. As a result, our de nition of TTMs will not include the communication channels or the parallel composition operator of Ostro 's original denition. To simplify the problem of equivalence veri cation, the initial condition is limited to specifying a unique initial state instead of (possibly) multiple initial states.
A Timed Transition Model (TTM) M is a triple given by M := (V; ; T ) where V is a set of variables, is an initial condition (a boolean-valued expression in the variables), and T is anite set of transitions.
V always includes two special variables: the global time variable t and an activity variable which we will usually denote by x. For v 2 V the range space of v is Range(v) (eg. Range(t) = N where N := f0; 1; 2; . . .g). We de ne Q, the set of state assignments of M, to be the product of the ranges of the variables in V. That is Q := vi2V Range(v i ) For a state assignment q 2 Q and a variable v 2 V, we will denote the value of v in state assignment q by q(v) where q(v) 2 Range(v). T is the transition set. A transition is a 4-tuple := (e ; h ; l ; u ) where e is the transition's enablement condition (a boolean valued expression in the variables of V), h is the operation function, and l 2 Range(t) = N and u 2 N f1g are the lower and upper time bounds respectively with l u . We say that is enabled when q(e ) = true. The operation function h : Q ! Q is a partial function, de ned when q(e ) = true, that maps the current state assignment to the new state assignment when the transition occurs. T always contains the special transition tick, tick := (true; t : t + 1]; ; ) which represents the passage of time on the global clock. tick is the only transition that a ects the time variable t and also has no lower or upper time bound. All other transition time bounds are given relative to numbers of occurrences of tick. is the initial condition, a boolean valued expression in the variables of V that is used to identify a unique initial state of the system. and i is enabled in state assignment q i (ie. q i (e i ) = true).
3. Ticking: The clock must tick in nitely often. That is, there are an in nite number of transitions i = tick. This eliminates the possibility of \clock stoppers" in the trajectory where an in nite number of non-tick transitions occur consecutively without being interleaved with any ticks. This would imply that the TTM is performing an in nite number of actions in a nite time.
4. Time Bounds: To determine if the trajectory satis es the time bound requirements of the TTM M, we associate with each non-tick transition , a counter variable c with Range(c ) = N. Each transition's counter is initially set to zero and is reset to zero after an transition or a transition that enters a new state assignment where is disabled (ie. e = false). The counter is only incremented by the occurrence of a tick transition when is enabled (e = true). Any nontick transition can legally occur only when when its counter is in the region speci ed by the transition's time bounds (ie. l c u ). The upper time bounds on transitions represent hard time bounds by which time the transitions are guaranteed to occur. Thus if 's counter reaches its upper time bound, then it is forced to occur before the next tick of the clock unless it is preempted by another non-tick transition that disables (and hence resets 's counter). Hence for a tick transition to legally occur, every enabled transition must have a counter value less than its upper time bound (c < u ). We now formalize the above description.
For the TTM M := (V; ; T ), we will denote the set of transition counters by C := fc : 2 T ftickgg. transitions should also include conditions that enable the transitions only when the TTM is in activities that they exit in the transition diagram. For instance in the case of , the full enablement condition is e := u 0^(x = a _ x = b). When describing TTM transitions we will usually omit these activity variable conditions since they are obvious from the transition diagram. From the above discussion it is apparent that the de nition of a transition such as 2 T can result in several arrows with the same label in a TTM transition graph. To allow us to distinguish between a transition and the arrows that it de nes in a transition diagram, we will call the arrows in the transition diagram instances of the transitions they are labeled by. In the example TTM M, there is an instance of transition exiting activity a and another instance exiting activity b. Finally, the special transition tick is declared to be in T . where from q 4 onward the trajectory is continued by an innite string of ticks. Note that after the second occurrence of tick, is forced to occur. A tick could not take place from q 3 since has u = 2 and, upon reaching q 3 , e has been true for two ticks already.
If the initial condition for M is := (u = 0^v = 1^x = a), then a trajectory that by the above de nition is \legal" is (0; 1; a; 0) !( 1; 1; b; 0) tick ! ( 1; 1; b; 1) tick ! ( 1; 1; b; 2) where again this trajectory is continued by an in nite number of tick transitions. This trajectory illustrates our interpretation of u = 1. We do not insist on \fairness", allowing trajectories such as the one above where is a possible next transition for an in nitely long time, although it does not occur. Thus an upper time bound of 1 means that a transition is possible but is not forced to occur in a legal trajectory.
Occasionally we will use the transition graph representation of a TTM, where each instance of a transition in the TTM is represented as shown in Figure 2 . ) is that the system can move from a to a 0 while executing the actions 1 ; 2 ; . . .; k interleaved with internal actions. As before we will write a s ) as a short form for (9a 0 2 A)a s )a 0 .
One of the operations of 7] that we will nd useful is that of relabeling an LTS. In this operation the structure of an LTS is left unaltered while the transition labels are changed in a consistent way. That is, if one instance of a label is changed to a new label, then all instances of the label must be changed to the same new label in the relabeled LTS. As we have de ned them, each TTM has a unique initial state and the operation functions of the TTM's transitions are deterministic. Thus the e ect on a TTM's variables can be completely determined by knowing the sequence of transitions that has taken place. This is what will allow us to compare the behavior of TTMs by comparing forms of the LTS that they generate. From now on the LTS representing the behavior of a TTM will be the LTS T M as described above.
Consider M, the simple TTM of Figure representing the behavior of M, which we denote by T M , is shown in Figure 4 . Note that the tick transitions of the clock have been included in T M and that at each state all legal continuations of the trajectory are possible. The self-looped h tick transition at the end of some paths is for display purposes only and helps indicate that the path can only be continued by an in nite string of ticks.
We now consider the restriction of an LTS (representing the behavior of a TTM) to a subset of variables of interest. We need some preliminary de nitions.
De nition 3: For a TTM M with variable set V and a subset of variables U V, we de ne the state assignments over U, denoted by Q U , to be the product of the ranges of the variables in U. Hence Q U := vi2U Range(v i ) The natural projection P U : Q ! Q U maps a state assignment to its corresponding state assignment over U.
De nition 4: Suppose M := (V; ; T ) is a TTM, U V is a set of variables, and 2 T is a transition. Let h : Q ! Q be the operation function of and P U : Q ! Q U be the natural projection from the state assignments Q to Q U , the state assignments over U. Then the map induced in Q U by h , when it exists, is the map h : Q U ! Q U such that P U h = h P U .
The relationship between h and h is illustrated in the commutative diagram, Figure 6 .
For a given U, h will exist if the operations of h upon the elements of U are independent of the values of the variables in V U. For instance with h := w : w + 1; y : y + z] = w : w + 1; y : y + z; z : z] and U = fy; zg we have h = y : y +z]. Note that h is not de ned for U = fw; yg since the new value of y depends upon the current value of z. The existence condition for h can be formally stated as the mapping kernel condition ker(P U ) ker(P U h ). In the case of the transition , h := ] the identity or`silent' function for fy; z; tg. T M jfy; zg, the restriction of T M as described above, is shown in Figure 5 . Here we replace h with the silent transition to help it stand out in the graph. Starting from the initial state of T M jfy; zg, if the rst transition is a clock tick, the next event may be y changing to y + z or the system moving unobservably via to a state where no further changes can be made to fy; zg.
The example of Figure 5 illustrates how restriction can create systems that can move unobservably to a deadlocking state -a state with only strings of ticks as possible legal continuations. In the example of Section V we shall use a notion of equivalence that can distinguish between a deadlocking and a non-deadlocking system.
The main purpose of looking at the LTS generated by a TTM is to develop a notion of equivalence for TTMs. We will consider two TTMs to be equivalent over a set of variables U if their initial states agree on all variables in U and their respective LTS are equivalent when restricted to the variables of interest. More formally:
De nition 6: Given two TTMs M 1 := (V 1 ; 1 ; T 1 ) and M 2 := (V 2 ; 2 ; T 2 ) and EQ, an equivalence relation over the set of all LTS. Let Q 1 and Q 2 be the sets of state assignments for M 1 and M 2 and P 1 : Q 1 ! Q U 0 and P 2 : Q 2 ! Q U 0 be their respective natural projections, for some U, a set of variables. We say that M 1 is EQ equivalent over U to M 2 , written M 1 EQ=U M 2 , if and only if (i) If q 1 2 Q 1 and q 2 2 Q 2 then q 1 ( 1 ) = true and q 2 ( 2 ) = true implies P 1 (q 1 ) = P 2 (q 2 ) (ii) T M1 jU EQ T M2 jU where T M1 and T M2 are the LTS generated by M 1 and M 2 respectively.
In practice usually U V 1 \ V 2 though this need not be the case in general. The rst condition in the de nition guarantees that the systems start out in state assignments that are identical when restricted to U while the second condition guarantees that observed changes to variables in U will be equivalent.
B. Observation Equivalence
Reducing the problem of TTM equivalence to one of LTS equivalence allows us to choose from the multitude of LTS equivalence relations in 12]. For deadlock avoidance and other control properties described in 13], we will use Milner's observation equivalence (see 7]). To properly de ne observation equivalence we need an operator on that projects out all occurrences of . We denote this projec- We can now formally de ne observation equivalence for LTS. We will use to denote both this binary relation over LTS and the largest weak bisimulation relation over the state sets of a pair of LTS. The relation is an equivalence relation over the set of LTS; the reader is referred to 7] for the details in the setting of Milner's process algebra.
IV. Equivalence Preserving Transformations
The purpose of this section is to explain transformations and their use. After demonstrating an intuitive notion of transformation with a simple example, we de ne a set of behavior preserving transformations and conclude by proving that these preserve the formal observation equivalence of TTMs.
A. Introduction to Transformations
A transformation is behavior preserving if it changes a TTM in such a way that the timed behavior of the transformed TTM restricted to the variables of interest, is equivalent (for a speci ed LTS equivalence relation) to the restricted timed behavior of the original TTM. Consider the two TTMs M 1 and M 2 of Figure 7 . Suppose we are only The initial condition 1 prevents from ever being enabled. If has the same time bounds in both systems then it is apparent that M 1 and M 2 allow the same timed trajectories over y and z. In fact, since is never enabled we could delete this transition from M 1 to transform M 1 into M 2 . Similarly we could add a transition to M 2 without changing its set of legal trajectories as the initial condition 2 would prevent the new transition from ever occurring. Thus M 2 can also be transformed into M 1 . This is the idea behind the transformational technique of equivalence veri cation. Given a set of variables of interest U, if it is possible to change one TTM into another by a set of behavior preserving transformations, then the two TTMs' timed behavior restricted to U will be equivalent (ie. T M1 jU T M2 jU) and hence the TTMs will behave equivalently in a well de ned sense. Clearly if our transformational method is correct, the transformations must abstract away unimportant details in such a way that the key features of the structure of T M jU are preserved.
B. A Partial Set of Transformations
The addition of transition to M 2 to form M 1 is an example of the Transition Addition transformation (TA).
Going from M 1 to M 2 is an application of the dual of TA, the Transition Deletion transformation (TD). Below we describe these and the other transformation pairs needed to solve the veri cation problem of Section V. Throughout the section the transformations refer to the \set of variables of interest" U. These are the variables we wish to \observe" so the transformations are designed to produce TTMs that generate equivalent timed behaviors when restricted to the variables in U.
TA/TD Transition Addition/Transition Deletion: As demonstrated above one may add an instance of a transition to a TTM without changing its timed behavior if the transition's enablement condition is never satis ed in the new source activity. More formally, consider a TTM M with the transition := (e; h; l; u), where 's full enablement condition from the transition graph of M is e := e^(x = a 1 _x = a 2 _. . ._x = a n ) implying that there are instances of exiting activities a 1 ; . . .; a n in the transition graph. One may add an instance of exiting activity a 6 2 fa 1 ; . . .; a n g, with any other activity as its destination, provided that in any reachable state assignment q of M it is the case that q(x) = a implies q(e) = false. The new full enablement condition for after the transformation is e := e^(x = a 1 _ x = a 2 _ . . . _ x = a n _ x = a)
Similarly one can change the full enablement condition of the transition from e := e^(x = a 1 _ x = a 2 _ . . . _ x = a n _ x = a) to e := e^(x = a 1 _ x = a 2 _ . . . _ x = a n ), thereby removing the instance of exiting activity a in the transition graph of M if in all the reachable state assignments q of M it is the case that q(x) = a implies q(e) = false. That is, one may remove an instance of a transition from a TTM if the transition's enablement condition is always false in the source activity from which the instance of the transition will be deleted. CA/CD Control Addition/Control Deletion: This transformation lets one add or remove a condition from a transition's enablement condition under certain conditions. Consider a transition with e := e and let p be some rst order predicate over the variables in V. If whenever a source activity for is entered, p is true (p is false), then e new := e^p (e new := e _ p).
Conversely if e := e^p (e := e _ p) and, in every activity that exits, p is guaranteed to be true (false), then e new := e. AM/AS Activity Merge/Activity Split: This transformation is de ned only when the activity variable x is not in the set of variables of interest (ie. x 6 2 U).
The basic idea of this transformation is that two activities can be merged if they have the same future. Hence, two activities may be merged if they have the same exiting transitions going to the same destination activities. In the example of Figure 8 , the activity merge transformation changes 's full enablement condition from e := e^(x = a 1 _ x = a 2 _ . . .) to e := e^(x = a _ . . .). For the merged activity one must be careful to choose a name that di ers from the remaining TTM activities. For activity splitting, if activity a is the destination activity of transitions 1 ; . . .; k ; k+1 ; . . .; n then split a into a 1 and a 2 . 1 ; . . .; k will have destination activity a 1 and k+1 ; . . .; n will have destination activity a 2 . a 1 and a 2 will be the source activities for the same transitions to the same destination activities as in the case of activity a. RT Rename Transition: This transformation is its own dual. It renames one or more instances of a transition with a new name provided the latter does not con ict with another name or change the structure of T M jU. Consider Figure 9 , where one instance of the transition is renamed 0 , altering the behavior of the system. If the numbers immediately following the transition labels denote the lower and upper time bounds respectively, it is apparent that transition is enabled across activities a and b in M 1 so although happens before , has been enabled long enough that it can occur before . On the other hand in M 2 is always preempted by and 0 is always preempted by . In general, when it is possible for a transition to remain enabled when moving from one activity to another, then it is not possible to rename the two instances independently (ie. in any application of RT the two instances must be given the same name). OM Operation Modi cation: If a variable does not occur in the enablement condition of any transition or the operations a ecting any other variables and is not in U, the set of variables of interest, then any operations a ecting the variable can be added or deleted from any transition.
Let v 2 V U and P V fvg : Q ! Q V fvg be the natural projection from the state assignments to state assignments over Q V fvg . Then the OM transformation is de ned if for all 2 T , the enablement condition e of is independent of v, and ker(P V fvg ) ker(P V fvg h ) (ie. there exists an induced operation function h : Q V fvg ! Q V fvg such that h P V fvg = P V fvg h ). If v satis es these conditions then for any 2 T , h can be replaced with the h induced by P V fvg . The rationale behind this transformation is that the value of v has no e ect upon how the TTM operates on the variables in U, hence we can set v to any value we wish, or ignore it altogether. WM/WS (Wait Merge/Wait Split): A commonly occurring transition is the \wait" transition that serves the purpose of marking the passing of a xed number of clock ticks. This transformation is a statement of the intuitive notion that waiting for n ticks and then waiting for m ticks is equivalent to waiting for n+m ticks. For technical reasons we require that n 1. In the following proof that the transformations preserve observation equivalence, most of the work is accomplished by the choice of an appropriate equivalence relation on TTMs. de ned for n 1 so in both T M1 and T M2 , the rst event must be a tick. Thus both M and T(M) may only enter a region in which their structures di er by taking the initial tick transition, after which they both produce the same future observations. Under these circumstances it is easily veri ed that M T(M).
We conclude that for any transformation T and TTM M we have M T(M).
More transformations can be added to those listed in subsection IV-B. One has to verify that each new transformation preserves observation equivalence. Theorem 1 implies that any TTM derived from another TTM via a nite sequence of the transformations of subsection IV-B is observationally equivalent to the original TTM.
V. The Delayed Trip System
This section introduces the Delayed Trip System (DTS), a real-time example from industry. The problem is then solved in the TTM framework.
Currently in industry many of the control systems that were previously implemented using discrete and analog components are being replaced by microprocessor-based implementations in order to realize cost savings and greater exibility. A question that now arises is whether the new system behaves the same as the old. That is, are the two implementations equivalent?
A. Setting and Assumptions
The DTS is typical of many real-time systems from industry. When a certain set of circumstances arises, we want the system to provide the correct response in a timely fashion. In this case when pressure and power measurements exceed acceptable safety limits in a particular way, we want the DTS controller to trip a relay causing the system to shut down. The result of failure to shut down could be The new DTS is to be implemented on a microprocessor system with a cycle time of 100ms. That is, the system samples the inputs and passes through a block of control code every 0.1 seconds. We assume that the input signals have been properly ltered and that the sampling rate is high enough to ensure proper control. Figure 13 displays the pseudocode for a proposed control program for the microprocessor. The code uses integer counter variables c 1 and c 2 to time the 3 second and 2 second delays respectively. Also, the program makes use of the variables Pressure, Power and Relay for the sampled DTS inputs and output respectively.
The question of whether a microprocessor implementing the algorithm of Figure 13 satis es the informal requirements above is somewhat problematic. To answer it we rst pose the DTS problem in the TTM framework. By modeling the DTS speci cation as a TTM we can remove any ambiguities from the informal speci cation and ensure that the input/output behavior of the microprocessor system is completely determined. When the DTS is implemented in the actual system there are three identical DTSs running in parallel, with the nal decision on when to shut down the system implemented by majority rule. As a result it is important that an individual system be able to recover when it is in disagreement with the other two systems. Also a system should never deadlock. For instance, after the power and pressure have exceeded their critical values and the system has waited 3 seconds to check the power level again, if the power is below its threshold value PT, then the system should reset and revert to monitoring both inputs. This is implicit in the informal speci cation.
In order to facilitate the veri cation process, the TTM representation of the desired I/O characteristics for the DTS is put in a form that closely resembles the microprocessor behavior. A tick of the global TTM clock is assumed to represent 100ms, the cycle time of the microprocessor. In the TTM speci cation SPEC of Figure 14 , the enablement conditions of a transition must be satis ed for at least one clock tick before the transition can occur. The earlier assumption that the input signals are ltered to ensure proper control guarantees that any change will persist at least one sampling period and hence will be detected. After transition occurs, SPEC waits in activity b for 29 clock ticks (2.9 seconds) before proceeding to activity c. At activity c the power level is checked again. If the power is too high then the system opens the relay via transition , or else the system resets via 1 to continue monitoring both inputs in activity a. After the system waits in activity d for 19 clock ticks (1.9 seconds) and then moves to e. As an added safety feature, the system remains at e as long as Power PT. Otherwise the system resets to a via 2 while closing the relay. Once back in activity a, ensures that the relay is closed once the power returns to an acceptable level.
From the above discussion it is apparent that the TTM SPEC gives a more thorough description of what is required of the DTS, expanding upon the previous informal specication. It now remains to model the microprocessor system in the TTM framework before formalizing the veri cation problem.
C. Modeling the Microprocessor DTS Implementation
On the right hand side of Figure 13 is a list of transition names. Each time the microprocessor passes through the code it performs one of the groups of operations identi ed by a transition name. Identical groups of operations on the program variables are identi ed by the same transition name. A group of program operations then determines the operation function of the transition. The enablement conditions for these transitions are formed by taking the conjunction of the conditions speci ed by the`If' statements for each occurrence of a given transition's program operations. As an example consider e 2 , the enablement condition for 2 . The rst occurrence of 2 In the nal step we use the fact that c 2 can never be negative since it starts at c 2 = 0 and all transitions reset c 2 to zero or increment it.
Similarly we can obtain the enabling conditions for the other transitions. As mentioned earlier, with each pass through the code, the microprocessor picks out one of the labeled blocks of code. The block chosen is the one whose enabling conditions are satis ed. The program then loops back to the start and re-evaluates all the enabling conditions in the next cycle. Hence each transition has a lower and upper time bound of one.
All of the above information is used to construct the simple TTM PROG (see Figure 15 ). The single activity is representative of the fact that the program is basically a large case statement implemented using If statements, the appropriate case being selected out of all possible cases on each pass through the code. In the next subsection we answer the question using the transformations of Section IV.
E. Solving the DTS Veri cation Problem
We now solve the DTS veri cation problem by applying the transformations described in the previous section to check if PROG /U SPEC, where U := fPower; Pressure; Relayg. While the presented example has a nite state representation, we would like to stress that the technique employed is applicable to TTMs, which in general, may not have a nite state space.
Starting from PROG with SPEC as the nal goal, we try to make PROG look progressively more like SPEC until we are left with a copy of SPEC at the end. At each step we check that the desired transformation is applicable and describe its e ect. Starting with PROG 0 :=PROG, at each step i we apply a transformation to PROG i 1 to obtain PROG i . 13-17. Now repeat steps 8-12 for activity c and transition 2 to project out the dynamics of variable c 2 and we have the desired result, a TTM identical to SPEC.
By transforming PROG into SPEC above we have shown that the pseudocode implements an algorithm that satis es the behavioral requirements expressed by SPEC.
VI. Incompleteness of Transformations
In 13] the set of transformations of Section IV is shown to be incomplete for proving observation equivalence of TTMs and it is further demonstrated that no nite set of transformations is complete for proving observation equivalence of general TTMs. The proof closely follows a similar proof in Milner's process algebra 7]. As in Milner's setting, the incompleteness property does not prevent the theory from being potentially useful in many practical applications. Indeed the exponential state explosion that occurs with the addition of new variables makes exhaustive veri cation routines impractical for even nite state TTMs. Thus heuristic methods such as the transformational technique introduced in this paper provide a useful method of real-time system veri cation. Also, the transformations may be used to synthesize an implementation from a speci cation that is correct by construction. That is, the implementation resulting from the transformations will be guaranteed to be observationally equivalent to the speci cation, thereby eliminating the need to perform an exhaustive equivalence veri cation.
In this paper we have demonstrated that the transformational proof technique employed above can be used to guarantee the formal observational equivalence (in the sense of 7]) of TTMs' legal trajectories. The same technique can be applied to other problems to formally prove the observation equivalence of two TTMs.
In conclusion, equivalence preserving transformations of TTMs were introduced as a method of verifying the equivalence of two TTMs. The Delayed Trip System (DTS) example has been introduced as a practical application of the equivalence of TTMs over a set of variables of interest. Finally, a set of transformations was developed and shown to be su ciently expressive to solve the DTS veri cation problem. 
